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ley Margaret Bennett, "Thomas Stothard, 
R. A." UCLA Ph.D., 1977 (the basis of the 
present book). (. ... Not in her "Selected 
Bibliography" 100-06.) The life of Stothard 
which Bennett attributes to Allan Cunning-
ham in his L1ves o/the Most Emtnent British 
Patnters (1880) 149-52, is in fact by the 
editor of the 1880 edition, Mrs. Heaton. 

3 This incident is dated here "perhaps ... 
1779" (11, 91) and "ca. 1781" (62). Blake 
Records (1969) guesses 1780 (19). 

William Blake. Aktens-
kapet mellan Himmel 
oeb Helvete, trans. Folke 
Isaksson with an after-
word by Goran Malm-
quist. Tystberga, Sweden: 
Bokforlaget Epokhe. n.d. 
71 pp. + frontispiece and 27 
color plates. 

Reviewed by Morton D. 
Paley and Gunnel Tottie 

A !though this is not the first rendi-

1""1.tion of The Marriage of Heaven 
and Hell to appear in Swedish,l it is by 
far the most ambitious. It comprises 
four elements: a translation of the text 
by the well-known poet Folke 
Isaksson, a short foreword by the 
translator, color reproductions of all 
the plates, and an aftetword by the 
sinologist, Blake scholar, and member 
of the Swedish Academy, Goran Malm-
quist. These parts are of such disparate 
quality that it is impossible to render a 
single judgment of the volume. Perhaps 
the best way to begin is by asking what 
such a book oUght to accomplish. 

An edition of Blake in a foreign 
language should presumably provide 
a clear, accurate text, a critical intro-
dUction and select bibliography, and 
in the case of an illuminated book, 
trustworthy reproductions of Blake's 
etched pages. Aktenskapet succeeds 
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I am told by Mrs. H. E. Jones, Assistant 
Keeper of the Search Department of the 
Public Record Office, that there is "no men-
tion of the arrest of William Blake or Thom-
as Stothard" in the Alpbabettcal Gutde to 
War Office and other Military Records Pres-
erved in the Public Record Office-but of 
course the index is not exhaustive. 

4 J. T. Smith, Nollekens (1828)-see 
Blake Records 466. 

admirably in the first category, fails in 
the second (although some compen-
sation is provided in the aftelWord), 
and achieves only mediocre results in 
the third. A review of this book is there-
fore bound to be somewhat fragmen-
tary, taking up each of these parts 
separately. 

Folke Isaksson's translation is on the 
whole excellent. Isaksson manages to 
render the tone and rhythm of Blake's 
English in a Swedish version that is 
poetic but free of unnecessary archa-
ism. Isaksson retains Blake's use of 
uppercase lettering but alters his punc-
tuation; the latter is sometimes but not 
always necessary. (Cf. for instance pI. 
14, where Isaksson substitutes a period 
for a comma after Helland a semicolon 
for a comma after tree of life.) Isaksson 
shows a sure sense of style in his freer 
renderings; thus for instance poetic 
tales(pl. 11) is translated as sagen Dcb 
dikt rather than the literal poetiska 
berattelser. 

Mistakes are few and unimportant. 
It would probably have been better to 
render This said he, like all firm 
perswasions, is come to pass(pl. 13) as 
Denna . . . har liksom varye annan 
fast 6vertygelse blivit fullbordad or bar 
blivit uppfylld, rather than bar blivit 
godtagen, as Isaksson does. In plate 
10, one might question the translation 
of unacted desires as otilljredsstallda 
("unsatisfied") begar; perhaps oprovade 
lustar would have selVed. But these 
are mostly suggestions; Isaksson has 
splendidly performed his difficult task 
and has managed to provide Swedish 
readers (who, if they are interested in 
Blake, may know some English but 
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5 Obituary of Flaxman in The Annual 
Obituary (1828}-see Blake Records 362. 

6 J. T. Smith, A Book for a Rainy Day 
(1845}-see Blake Records 26. 

7 For his large oil of "The Pilgrimage to 
Canterbury" at the height of his reputation 
in 1807, Stothard received £60 (Bennett 
48). It was conventional for the publisher 
to buy the design from the artist and thus 
acquire publication rights to it. 

probably not enough to fully under-
stand the original) with an excellent 
text to accompany the plates. 

The (untitled) foreword is another 
matter. Although Isaksson, as one 
would expect of a poet of his caliber, has 
some interesting obselVations to make, 
the uninitiated reader is not provided 
with enough infonnation about the his-
torical context and internal references of 
The Marriage to approach it with any 
degree of confidence. The foreword also 
perpetuates the myth of Blake's later 
works as a farrago of muddy prophedes: 

During the long last years of his life, Wil-
liam Blake, the unknown giant, lived in a 
state of disappointment, depreSSion, [and] 
perhaps at times derangement, writing 
enormous poetical works where the songs 
and blasphemies of his ea rl ier periods tum 
into prophetic murmurings. But some 
critics also believe that Blake was in 
danger of his life and was driven under-
ground because of his political radicalism, 
and that, resorting to allegory and ec-
centricity, he made himself invisible. (5) 

This is consonant with the know-noth-
ing view of Alfred Kazin, whose essay 
of 1941 (or perhaps a later reprint of it) 
is the most recent critical work to be 
referred to here (5). Shouldn't an intro-
duction to The Marriage invite the 
curious reader to further exploration 
rather tl1an uninformed dismissal? As 
there is neither annotation nor bibliog-
raphy, however, such a reader is going 
to be hard put to understand even the 
work at hand. Why is a new heaven 
begun, and why is it thirty-three years 
since its advent? Who is Rintrab, mere-
ly referred to as "wrathful, fireshaking" 
in the foreword (6)? Shouldn't an edi-
tion such as this provide answers to 
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such questions or at least tell the 
reader where to look for answers? 

The illustrated portion of Aktens-
kapet begins unpromlsingly with its 
choice of frontispiece. This is the 
image of Blake that goes back to 

homas Phillips' portrait of 1807, but 
the picture r produced is neither the 
original nor Schiavonetti's engraving 
after it; it is W. C. Edwards' engraving 
of 18302 that bears littl e resemblance 
to any lifetime portrait of Blake. Of 
course the main illustrative matter 
comprises the 27-page color reproduc-
tion of The Marriage. Here the choice 
of an original is impeccable: it is the mag-
nificent Fitzwilliam Museum copy I. 
Another reproduction of this copy, the 
Oxford University Press-Trianon Press 
edition of 1975, is still in print, and in 
reviewing the latter John Beer, whil 
calling it "a beautiful book," noted a 
number of defidencies.3 Some of these, 
such as the nonreproduction of the gilt 
that BI ke used on many pages, are 
gen ral; others relate to specific plates. 
If w wer to apply such standards to 
Aktenskapet, we would have to com-
pile a long list of color deviations, but 
such a d tailed comparison would be 
futile, as it must simply b . aid that the 
color values of this reproduction are 
gen rally untrue to those of the ori-
gin 1. The coloring is comparatively 
pallid, and tb white are s of Blake's 
p ges are generally translat d into 
blues nd grays 0 that at times it is 
impossibl t t 11 where such effects 
are du to color washes and where to 
repro u rive distortion. This nlay have 
s mething to do with the limit tions of 
four-color pdnting Cth Oxf; rd-Trianon 
edition used seven and sometimes 
eight colors), but th probl m is com-
pounded by the use of glossy ap r of 
a kind unknown to Blake, so th t the 
total ef e t is unlik anything lake 
produced. It is a pity that tl e publish-
rs did not insist upon great r fidelity 

o reproduction. 
Th 1a k of interpr tive not s and of 

. prop r critical lutr du · tion might 
w 11 hay b en r m died in the fter-
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word by G6ran Malmquist, editor and 
translator of An Island in the Moon," 
However, Malmquist has chosen to do 
something intriguingly different in his 
"Wilhelm Gr0nbech on William Blake: 
Instead of an Afterword." It is Malm-
quist's intention to call attention to 
what appears to be a neglected Cbe-
caus in Danish) critical masterpiece: 
William Blake: Kunstner Digter Mys-
tiker /Artist Poet MysticJ, published in 
Copenhagen in 1933. Excerpts from 
Gr0nbech's book are provided in 
Swedish with occasional editorial 
comments. It is clear that Gr0nbech's 
accomplishment was an extraordinary 
one. The excerpts display an under-
standing of Blake's thought and of his 
modes of utterance uncommon, to say 
the least, in 1933. His insistence that 
th illuminated books can be appre-
iated only as composite works tuust 

have seemed even mor unusual. And 
sometimes Gr0nbech's words seem to 
I ap out of his time to address the cul-
tural and critical confusion of our own: 

Th only way to interpret Blake would b 
to put his book in the hands of the reader 
and say: See! And it is with a bleeding healt 
that on undertakes to explain what it is 
that h must see. But unfortunately, ex-
perienc shows that the ability to com-
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prehend a whole has dwindled. Nowadays 
nothing is so hopelessly difficult as seeing 
in such a way that one's vision creates and 
recreates. This strange characteristic of our 
culture is evident from the fact that it has 
brought forward a whole new category of 
intermediaries, critiCS, essayiSts, literary 
historians, and so forth[j) they are now so 
essential to our spiritual diet that they can 
justly claim that their interpretations con-
stitute a separate genre of art which equals 
or even surpasses the creative work of the 
poet and sculptor. An essay concerning a 
work of poetry can and should in every 
respect be as artistic as the poetic work 
itsel f, it is claimed. And its interpreters 
[both) reveal their origins and are given 
their cultural justification in helping reader 
and viewer take apart the work of art[j] they 
carry to its ultimate conclusion man's 
desire to dissect the poem in order to 
penetrate its essence.5 

Space does not allow further quota-
tions here, but an English or American 
publisher could render a selVice to 
scholarship by bringing out a transla-
tion of William Blake: Artist Poet Mystic. 
Meanwhile, Malmquist deselVes credlt 
for drawing attention to Gr0nbech1s 
book, Isaksson for making The Mar-
riage accessible to Swedish readers 
and Epokhe Publishers for this darin~ 
if only partially successful enterprise. 

1 Folke Isaksson mentions that he 
produced a translation which he now 
regards as inadequate, for a volume en-
titled Dtkter och projettor [Poems and 
Prophecies), published by FIBs Lyrikklubb 
in 1957. FIB stands for Polkef t Btld [The 
People in Pictures). The existence of this 
volume, presumably produced for the 
bicentennial of Blake's birth, does not 
seem to have been noted in any Blake 
bibliography. 

2 This first appeared with Allan Cun-
ningham's Lives o!tbeMostEmlnentBrlttsh 
Painters, Sculptors and Architects, vol. 2 
(London: John Murray, 1830). We thank D. 
W. D6rrbecker for this information. 

.3 Blake 11 (1977): 42-44. 
" En 6 pd Mdnen CUppsala: Brombergs 

bokf6rlag, 1979). Reviewed by Erik Fryk-
man in Blake 14 (981): 217-18. 

5 Pages 56-57; our translation into 
English from Malmquist's translation into 
Swedish. 
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